PROJECT TYPES

INTERIOR PROJECTS

CONSTRUCTION DELIVERIES

EXTERIOR PROJECTS

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

1. RADIO TOWER REPLACEMENT (08-127) - DURATION: 04/17 - 10/2017
2. EVENT CENTER AND ARENA CONSTRUCTION (15-101) - DURATION: 02/17 - 11/2017
3. INTERDISCIPLINARY LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING P (15-104) - DURATION: 05/2017 - 08/2019
4. SONDHEIM/LIBRARY UPGRADES RESTROOM-ADA (16-103) - DURATION: PROJECT COMPLETED
5. HARBOR HALL INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR REPAIRS (16-107) - DURATION: PROJECT COMPLETED
6. ENGINEERING BUILDING HEAT EXCHANGER (16-124) - DURATION: 07/2017 - 10/2017
7. COMMONS ROOF REPLACEMENT (ROOF B & C) (16-125) - DURATION: 08/2017 - 11/2017
8. LIC NORTH SIDE STORM DRAIN RENOVATION (17-103) - DURATION: PROJECT COMPLETED
9. PATAPSCO-REPLACEMENT STAIRS-EXTERIOR (16-112) - DURATION: 05/2017 - 08/2017
10. SONDHEIM AND MATH/PSYCH ENTRANCES (17-109) - DURATION: 10/2017 - 12/2017
11. JAVELIN RUNWAY/HAMMER CAGE/HAMMER CAGE FIELD (17-110) - DURATION: 06/2017 - 08/2017
12. ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ELEVATOR UPGRADE (17-113) - DURATION: 03/2017 - 09/2017
13. ADMIN-RENOVATION CONFERENCE RM GRADUATE SCHOOL (17-114) - DURATION: 09/2017 - 12/2017
14. CAMPUS SIDEWALK/CROSSWALK REPAIRS (17-116) - DURATION: PROJECT COMPLETED
15. BIOLOGY WATERPROOFING EXTERIOR BUILDING (17-117) - DURATION: PROJECT COMPLETED
16. HARBOR HALL/ERICKSON HALL REPAIR FIRE STopping (17-119) - DURATION: PROJECT COMPLETED
17. MANHOLE INSTALLATION IN SUPPORT OF ILSB (15-104) - DURATION: 07/2017 - 08/2017